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Mobile Lockable Tool Chest 

The lock system of CYJY mobile lockable tool chest provides all-round protection for your 

tools. Key lock design prevents tools from being stolen or misused by others. This is 

essential for safety and confidentiality in the workplace. Whether on the factory floor or in 

the home garage, you can safely place your valuable tools in the CYJY mobile lockable 

tool chest to ensure their safety and reliability.Whether you are using tools in a workshop, 

warehouse or repair shop, simply push the mobile lockable tool chest to the desired 

location to get the tools you need, anytime, anywhere. 

 

 

 

Mobile Lockable Tool Chest 

Among the many tool cabinet brands, CYJY mobile 

lockable tool chest stands out for its mobile lockable 

design and excellent quality control. The mobile 

design of the CYJY tool cabinet is one of its biggest 

features. Compared to traditional fixed tool chests, 

mobile lockable tool chest can easily slide to any 

required position, providing users with great 

convenience. 
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Specification 

Product name Mobile Lockable Tool Chest 

Dimension Customized 

Steel thickness 0.8 ~1.5 mm 

Lock Key lock 

Color BLACK/BLUE/RED/GRAY/ORANGE 

Handle Aluminium 

Material Cold rolled steel 

Certificate ISO 9001 

Remark OEM & ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools, files, home or garage supplies 

Finished Powder coated 

 

Product Details 

In terms of material selection, the CYJY mobile lockable tool chest uses cold rolled steel 

to make the main body, stainless steel handle, with corrosion resistance characteristics. 

Cold rolled steel not only has high strength and durability, but also can effectively resist 

corrosion and deformation. At the same time, the selection of stainless steel handles 

makes the mobile lockable tool chest more convenient and durable in daily use. 
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Product Feature And Application 

The quality of the CYJY mobile lockable tool chest has also been affirmed by the 

authoritative certification. The product has passed the ISO 9001 quality management 

system certification, which means that the design, production and service process of 

CYJY mobile lockable tool chest are strictly in accordance with international standards to 

ensure stable and reliable product quality.CYJY mobile lockable tool chests are ideal for 

protecting tools and increasing productivity. Its mobile design, key lock protection, drawer 

slide and high-quality materials provide users with a convenient, safe and durable 

experience. Whether you are a professional worker or a consumer who uses tools every 

day, choosing CYJY mobile lockable tool chest will be a wise decision for you. 

 

 

FAQ 

Q：Why use a mobile lockable tool chest? 
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A：Your tools are in a convenient location, ready for when you need them. They're also 

safely and securely stored away. A mobile lockable tool chest can make your tasks 

quicker and more efficient. 

 

Q：What is a mobile lockable tool chest used for? 

A: A mobile lockable tool chest can provide mobility and easy access to frequently used 

tools, while a larger tool box or tool chest can offer additional storage capacity for larger 

and less frequently used tools. This combination allows for efficient organization and 

maximizes workspace utilization. 

 

 

 


